Load-Induced Frictional Transition at a Well-Defined Alkane Loop Surface.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have attracted considerable attention as a tool to confer desirable properties on material surfaces. So far, molecules used for the SAM formation are generally limited to linear ones and thus chain ends dominate the surface properties. In this study, we have successfully demonstrated unique frictional properties of a SAM composed of alkane loops from cyclic alkanedisulfide on a gold substrate, where both sulfurs are bound to gold. The frictional response was proportional to the load. However, once the load went beyond a threshold value, the frictional response became more dominant. Such a frictional transition was reversible and repeatable and was not discerned for a corresponding SAM composed of n-alkyl chains. The load-induced change in the frictional response from the alkane loops could be associated with the conformational change of the alkane loops. The present results differ from most studies, in which the surface properties are designed on the basis of functional chain end groups.